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Level of qualifications required : Graduate degree or equivalent

Fonction : PhD Position

About the research centre or Inria department
Grenoble Rhône-Alpes Research Center groups together a few less than 800 people in 39 research teams
and 8 research support departments. 

Staff is localized on 5 campuses in Grenoble and Lyon, in close collaboration with labs, research and
higher education institutions in Grenoble and Lyon, but also with the economic players in these areas. 

Present in the fields of software, high-performance computing, Internet of things, image and data, but
also simulation in oceanography and biology, it participates at the best level of international scientific
achievements and collaborations in both Europe and the rest of the world.

Context

Abstract

In biology, the vast majority of systems can be modeled as ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
Modeling more finely biological objects leads to increase the number of equations. Simulating ever
larger systems also leads to increasing the number of equations. Therefore, we observe a large increase
in the size of the ODE systems to be solved. A major lock is the limitation of ODE numerical resolution
software (ODE solver) to a few thousand equations due to prohibitive calculation time. The AEx ExODE
tackles this lock via 1) the introduction of new numerical methods that will take advantage of the mixed
precision that mixes several floating number precisions within numerical methods, 2) the adaptation of
these new methods for next generation highly hierarchical and heterogeneous computers composed of a
large number of CPUs and GPUs. For the past year, a new approach to Deep Learning has been proposed
to replace the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with ODE systems. The numerical and parallel methods
of ExODE will be evaluated and adapted in this framework in order to improve the performance and
accuracy of these new approaches.

Description of the thesis

Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are a major modeling formalism in biology (see below for more
details). These examples often result in systems of N strongly connected equations, which gives time
this computation in O(N2):

y0(t) = f (t, y(t)), t > 0, y(0) = y0, y(t) � RN , f : R × RN → RN .

These models are often limited to a few thousand equations because of the computing time and
memory usage required for their resolution. The ability of ODE solver to solve in a reasonable time
becomes critical because of the need for scalability ie a significant increase in the size of the modeled
systems: 100 to 1000 times more equations (an increase in complexity from 104 to 106).

ODE solvers have characteristics of precision and stability. A scheme may be stable, but not accurate (eg
implicit Euler) or accurate but not stable (high order Runge-Kutta). For the intended biological
applications, the stability criterion is more important than accuracy, which would tend to use low order
schemes.

In order to make the use of deep learning ever more efficient, mixed precision as well as computational
schemes using them (e.g. convolution) have been introduced in hardware architectures for several years
eg Intel VNNI, Intel Nervana, NVidia Tensor-Core, Google TPU. The idea of ��mixed precision is to
combine the use of half-precision (16-bit) and single-precision (32-bit) to reduce memory usage and
increase compute density. If the hardware has been developed for classical deep learning, the use of
mixed precision is also considered in linear algebra [12, 4] or for solving linear problems that occur in the
discretization of partial differential equations [2]. The impact of precision on computational time and
the stability of results has been studied in the context of ODEs [13]. But these studies for methods
mixing several precisions have been made only for high order methods and relatively small system sizes
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[11].

Of course, the transition to mixed precision can limit the accuracy of current ODE solvers, and possibly
induce numerical instabilities. However, researchers use in practice the default settings of ODE software,
with accuracies of the order of 3 to 6 decimals (for example the packages of Solve de R or
scipy.integrate.ode in python are based on ODEPACK [6]). With semi-precision floats, which have 3-4
precision decimals, this accuracy is largely attainable. Predictor-corrector methods are well suited for
mixed precision calculations, with reduced prediction and extended precision correction. It will also be
useful to test these methods in reduced precision when one will only be interested in the statistical
properties of the solutions. In addition, one of the exploratory aspects of this thesis is to mix several
precisions even within a calculation (e.g. entries in half-precision and accumulator in simple precision) in
order to limit the recourse to methods too expensive of prediction-correction.

In order to make the most of the resources of the computing platforms, it is necessary to take into
account the parallelization of the ODE solvers. This is a field studied for many years [15, 7], there are 3
main axes of parallelization: method, time and system. Most approaches have focused on the first two as
they apply to relatively small systems. The systems we consider are large and therefore allow enough
parallelism to be exposed at the system level. Consequently, ODE optimization methods such as loop
transformation [14, 10] are therefore not relevant in our case. It should be noted that the different
precisions, methods of resolution, corrections and parallelism bring compromises performance and
precision that will not be the same depending on the systems. It is therefore important to study these
compromises and to propose solutions that automate this choice as much as possible. Several methods
[9, 8] have been proposed in this context but without taking into account the semi-precision /
correction. In addition, the proposed solutions are generalist whereas we propose to study a precise field
of application by integrating their specificities from the design stage.
 
To sum up, the subject of the thesis is to integrate new approaches of mixed precision in the resolution
of ODE on modern (and future) computing platforms for computational biology (and potentially for deep
learning based on from ODE, see below for further explanation). Let us add that beyond the use cases in
biology that are at the heart of the thesis, the ODE resolution is a major technological lock for other
models in biology. Beyond biology, the resolution of ODE is at the heart of a new current of deep learning
in order to be able to respond to the limitations of current methods [1]. In fact, the mechanisms
currently used discretize the search spaces, and in the case where the data used are based on continuous
variables, the usability of these methods is severely limited. In [1], the authors propose to replace the
discrete method which is at the heart of the current deep learning ie the Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) which are the basic building blocks of convolution neural networks (CNN) [5] which are the
cornerstone of the current explosion of the usability of deep learning. The authors of [1] as well as
several recent works [3] propose to replace the RNNs by methods based on ODE which make it possible
to take into account these continuous variables, to learn from better models but also and especially
which allow to to build on several decades of theoretical research on ODEs. However, to be effective,
these approaches require resolution a very large number of large ODE systems (from several hundreds of
thousands to tens of millions of parameters). It is therefore necessary to have a powerful mechanism for
solving ODE. Based on these similarities, we will explore the possibility that the approaches developed
for computational biology will have a major impact on these new deep learning approaches in terms of
performance and accuracy as well as scaling up these methods.
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Assignment
The PhD student will contribute to the research activities of the exploratory action ExODE (Scaling the
Resolution of Ordinary Differential Equation for Computational Biology) on the following subjects:
numerical and parallel methods for the resolution of ordinary differential equation (ODE), ODE
resolution scheme in mixed precision, numerical method adaptation for the ODE resolution applied to
computational biology (and deep learning) and more generally to participate in all the scientific
activities of the exploratory action ExODE.

Main activities
Activities:

Analyze requirements
Propose and analyze solutions
Design experimental platforms
Write articles
Write the reports
Present the work

Skills
Technical skills and level required :

Research master, Applied mathemathics (and/or), Computational sciences (and/or), high performance
computing

 

Languages : English

Benefits package
Subsidized meals
Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
Leave: 7 weeks of annual leave + 10 extra days off due to RTT (statutory reduction in working hours)
+ possibility of exceptional leave (sick children, moving home, etc.)
Possibility of teleworking (after 6 months of employment) and flexible organization of working
hours
Professional equipment available (videoconferencing, loan of computer equipment, etc.)
Social, cultural and sports events and activities
Access to vocational training
Social security coverage

Remuneration
1st and 2nd year: 1 982 euros brut /month

3rd year: 2 085 euros brut / month

General Information
Theme/Domain : Computational Biology 
Scientific computing (BAP E)
Town/city : Lyon
Inria Center : Centre Inria de l'Université Grenoble Alpes
Starting date : 2019-12-01
Duration of contract : 3 years
Deadline to apply : 2019-11-11

Contacts
Inria Team : BEAGLE
PhD Supervisor : 
Rouzaud-cornabas Jonathan / jonathan.rouzaud-cornabas@inria.fr

http://www.inria.fr/centre/grenoble
https://www.inria.fr/equipes/BEAGLE
mailto:jonathan.rouzaud-cornabas@inria.fr


About Inria
Inria is the French national research institute dedicated to digital science and technology. It employs
2,600 people. Its 200 agile project teams, generally run jointly with academic partners, include more
than 3,500 scientists and engineers working to meet the challenges of digital technology, often at the
interface with other disciplines. The Institute also employs numerous talents in over forty different
professions. 900 research support staff contribute to the preparation and development of scientific and
entrepreneurial projects that have a worldwide impact.

Warning : you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications
must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is
not guaranteed.

Instruction to apply
Defence Security : 
This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating
to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST).Authorisation to enter an area is
granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree
of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated
in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

Recruitment Policy : 
As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.
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